
MATTHAYOM 1
Vocab Part of Thai 

 in English Speech Translation
MYSELF
1 am v. เป็น, อยู,่ คอื first person singular present of the verb 'to be' I am fine, thanks!
2 bad adj. แย่ Not good in any manner or degree I feel bad today.
3 big adj. ใหญ่ large, as in size, height, width, or amount Our house is big.
4 birthday n. วันเกดิ the day of a person's birth When is your Birthday?
5 black n. ด ำ the opposite of white My favorite color is black.
6 blue adj. ฟ้ำ color intermediate between green and violet The sky is blue
7 curly adj. เป็นลอน made, growing, or arranged in curls or curves I like your curly hair.
8 fat adj. อว้น having a large amount of excess flesh I could eat a lot without getting fat.
9 Filipino n. คนฟิลปิปินส์ a native or national of the Philippines My nationality is Filipino.
10 free adv. ฟรี Without cost or payment I got this ice cream for free.
11 great adj. เยีย่ม considerably above the normal or average Joe is a great man.
12 happy adj. มคีวำมสขุ feeling or showing pleasure or contentment You look so happy today.
13 have v. มี possess, own, or hold I have a present for you,
14 high adj. สงู of great vertical extent My kite flew high in the sky.

15 intelligent adj. มสีตปัิญญำ,ฉลำด,มไีหวพรบิดี having or showing intelligence, especially of a high level. She is an intelligent girl.

16 low adj. ต ำ่ of less than average height from top to bottom In the evening, the sun is low in the sky
17 little adj. เล็ก (of a person) young or younger My little brother is very charming.
18 live v. อำศัยอยู่ make one's home in a particular place I live in a small apartment.
19 long adj. ยำว measuring a great distance from end to end Your nails are too long, you should cut them.
20 look n. ลักษณะ an expression of a feeling or thoughts by directing one's gaze You look so tired.

21 me pron. ฉัน used by a speaker to refer to himself or herself as the object of a verb or preposition She likes me so much.

22 name n. ชือ่ a word or phrase that constitutes the distinctive designation of a person or thing What's your name?

23 new adj. ใหม่ not existing before I got a new phone.
24 nickname n. ชือ่เลน่ a familiar form of a proper name Her nickname is Sam
25 old adj. แก,่ สงูอำยุ Having lived for a long time; no longer young Juliet is old.
26 short adj. สัน้ measuring a small distance from end to end That skirt is too short.
27 slim adj. ผอม of a person or their build; thin built Donnie is tall and slim.

28 shy adj. ขีอ้ำย being reserved or having or showing nervousness in the company of other people He is shy of women.

29 slow adj. ชำ้ mentally dull A slow and mostly aimless narrative. 
30 small adj. เล็ก a size that is less than normal or usual The room was small and quiet
31 Thai n. สัญชำตไิทย a native or inhabitant of Thailand A person of Thai descent
32 wavy adj. เป็นคลืน่ having a form or edge that smoothly curves in and out Her hair is long and wavy.
33 white adj. ขำว free from color; the opposite of black I painted the wall white.
34 you pron. คณุ the one or ones being addressed Are you listening?
35 young adj. เด็ก, อำยนุอ้ย being in the first or an early stage of life, growth, or development When I was young, I used to eat a lot.
FAMILY
36 baby n. ลกู an extremely young child or recently born Her baby is so cute.
37 birth n. กำรเกดิ the act or process of bringing forth young from the womb My mom gave birth to my baby sister yesterday.
38 born adj. เกดิ, ก ำเนดิ existing as a result of birth I was born in the year 2005.
39 single adj. เดีย่ว, โดด, โสด only one; not married or unmarried My aunt is a single mother.
40 father n. พอ่, บดิำ a male parent in relation to his child My father works in a factory.
41 mother n. แม,่ มำรดำ a female parent in relation to her child My mother is a nurse.
42 sister n. พีส่ำว, นอ้งสำว a female who has one or both parents in common with another I have an older sister.
43 brother n. พีช่ำย, นอ้งชำย a male who has one or both parents in common with another He is my younger brother.
44 son n. ลกูชำย a boy or man in relation to either or both of his parents Her son is an engineer.
45 boy n. เด็กชำย, ลกูชำย A male child or young man The boy is climbing the tree.
46 girl n. เด็กหญงิ, ลกูสำว A female child or young women That girl is my cousin.

47 child n. เด็ก, ทำรก, ลกู, บตุรหลำน a young person especially between infancy and youth I am an only child.

48 grandfather n. ป,ู ตำ the father of one's father or mother My grandfather gave me a present.
49 grandmother n. ยำ่, ยำย the mother of one's father or mother My grandmother likes baking.
50 grandson n. หลำนชำย the son of one's son or daughter His eldest grandson is a doctor.
51 granddaughter n. หลำนสำว the daughter of one's son or daughter She only has a son but she has a granddaughter
52 mom n. แม,่ มำรดำ one's mother Your mom is so strict.
53 dad n. พอ่, บดิำ one's father Your dad is so cool.
54 uncle n. ลงุ, อำผูช้ำย, นำ้ผูช้ำย the brother of one's father or mother My uncle likes fishing.
55 aunt n. ป้ำ, นำ้ผูห้ญงิ, อำผูห้ญงิ the sister of one's father or mother My aunt is my mother's sister.
56 wife n. ภรรยำ a female partner in a marriage He gave his wife a necklace.
57 toddler n. เด็กวัยหดัเดนิ a young child who is just beginning to walk She has a toddler at home and 1 other child at school

58 infant n. ทำรก, เด็กแบเบำะ, เด็กอ่อน a very young child or baby She takes care of her infant daugter.

SCHOOL
59 study v. เรยีน devote time and attention to acquiring knowledge My mom tells me to study hard.
60 pass v. ผำ่น a person’s ability to meet the minimum academic standards I should pass the midterm test.
61 fail v. ไมผ่ำ่น, ตก a person’s inability to meet the minimum academic standards He didn't pass his final test, so he will fail this semester

62 mark v. คะแนน score from the test or examiation She earned a high mark on her test
63 grade n. เกรด a mark indicating the quality of a student's work I did not earn a high grade on my paper
64 score n. คะแนน, แตม้ a rating or grade, such as a mark achieved in a test My test score was 10/10
65 cheat v. โกง, ทจุรติ copying answers from classmate My mom always tells me not to cheat on exams
66 copy v. ลอก, ส ำเนำ an imitation of an original work I have to copy the vocabulary from her workbook.
67 students n. นักเรยีน people who are studying at a school The students are busy with their school project.
68 blackboard n. กระดำนด ำ A large board used for writing or drawing with chalk The vocabulary words are written on the blackboard

69 whiteboard n. กระดำน A large board used for writing or drawing with whiteboard markers Most schools are now using a whiteboard
70 desk n. โตะ๊ a table used by students in school at which one can read, write, or do other work Kindly put the books on my desk.
71 eraser n. ยำงลบ a piece or soft rubber used to rub out something written I used an eraser because my answer was wrong
72 pencil n. ดนิสอ an instrument used for writing or drawing Can I borrow your pencil?
73 clip n, ทีห่นีบกระดำษ used for holding an object or objects together or in place You should use a clip to hold your papers together 

74 glue n. กำว an adhesive substance used for sticking objects or materials together She had a bucket of glue
75 scissors n. กรรไกร used to cut objects He cut the ribbons using scissors
76 folder n. แฟ้ม used for storing loose papers I need another folder to keep my documents seperated.

77 notebook n. สมดุ used for writing notes I bought one notebook for this semester.
78 ruler n. ไมบ้รรทัด used for measuring or to draw a straight line Draw a straight line using a ruler.
79 paper n. กระดำษ used for writng, drawing or printing on I need some paper to write an essay.
80 chairs n. เกำ้อี้ a separate seat for one person There are not enough chairs to sit 40 students.
81 table n. โตะ๊ used for objects to be placed My teacher's table is full of books.
ENVIRONMENT
82 bush n. พุม่ไม ้ a shrub with stems of moderate length We planted a rose bush
83 clean adj. สะอำด free from pollutants or unpleasant substances We will create a clean, safer environment.
84 climate n. สภำพอำกำศ the weather condition in an area over a long period of time The climate this summer is more humid than last year.

85 clouds n.. มเีมฆมำก a visible mass of condensed water vapor floating in the atmosphere There are alot of clouds in the sky today
86 dumpsite n. บอ่ขยะ a piece of land where waste materials are dumped A large truck of garbage was sent to the dumpsite.
87 environment n. สิง่แวดลอ้ม the surroudings in which a person, animal, or plant lives We save water to help the environment.
88 flood n. น ้ำทว่ม overflowing of large amount of water A heavy rain caused a flood in the city.
89 gas n. แกส๊ used to fuel an automobile We had to fill our car up with gas.
90 grass n. หญำ้ short plants with long and narrow leaves The garden is surrounded by green grass.
91 heat n. ควำมรอ้น the quality of being hot; high temperature The heat of the sun is quite painful on my skin.
92 land n. พืน้ดนิ, แผน่ดนิ part of Earth's surface that is not covered by water Rice usually grows in dry land.
93 litter n. ขยะ trash left in open public place If you see a litter on the floor, kindly pick it up.
94 melt v. ละลำย dissolved in liquid The snow melts in the beginning of spring.
95 petrol n. น ้ำมนัปิโตรเลยีม a light fuel obtained by distilling petrolium Riding a bike saves money and petrol.
96 plants n. พชื a living organism simplified by trees, flowers & grass My sister waters her plants every morning.
97 produce v. ผลติ yield, grow or supply This mango tree produces fruit in the summer.
98 quake v. สั่นสะเทอืน,ไหว shake or tremble The quake destroyed buildings in the city.
99 roadway n. ถนน is only that portion of a road intended for normal traffic; used as a road The roadway was gravel.
## sun n. พระอำทติย์ a star around which the Earth orbits The sun shines in the morning.
## trash n. ขยะ discarded matter Kindly throw the trash in the bin.
## trees n. ตน้ไม ้ a woody perennial plant The trees are covered with snow during the winter
## waste v. สญูเสยี, สิน้เปลอืง use or spend carelessly My mom told me not to waste water.
FOOD
## bread n. ขนมปัง food made out of flour I want a piece of bread.
## chips n. มนัฝร่ังทอด a thin slice of food made crisp by being fried, baked or dried I ate a bag of chips for lunch
## pie n. พำย a baked dish of fruit, meat or vegetables I'm going to make a blueberry pie.
## fruits n. ผลไม ้ sweet and flesh product of a tree Eating fruit is healthy for you.
## banana n. กลว้ย a long curved fruit and yellow skin when ripe My mom mashed a banana for my brother's meal.
## lemon n. เลมอ่น, มะนำว a yellow, oval citrus fruit The lemon I had was very sour.
## fats n. ไขมนั oily and greasy substance We should exercise to burn fats.
## boiled adj. ตม้ cooked in boiling water I only eat boiled eggs for breakfast.
## apples n. แอปเป้ิล round fruit of a tree of the rose family Apples are rich in fiber and vitamin c.
## mangoes n. มะมว่ง a fleshy oval tropical fruit Mangoes grow in tropical country.
## pizza n. พซิซำ่ a round dish with tomato sauce, cheese, meat or vegetables I will bring pizza for dinner.
## cake n. เคก้ a soft pastry made out of flour, usually decorated I'll have cake for dessert.
## steak n. สเต็ก a thick slice of meat Let's have steak for dinner.
## soup n. ซปุ a liquid dish usually made by boiling meat, fish or vegetables Chicken soup is good when you have a fever.
## chocolate n. ชอ็คโกแลต a sweet treat made from cacao seeds My favorite candy is chocolate.
## avocado n. อะโวคำโด a pear shaped fruit with green meat inside I like put a slice of avocado in my salad.
## milkshake n. นม a cold drink made from milk I like to drink a cold chocolate milkshake
## celery n. คึน่ชำ่ย a cultivated plant of the parsley family Celery is a healthy vegetable.
## grapes n. องุ่น a berry eaten as a fruit and used in making wine Babies are fond of eating grapes.
## rice n. ขำ้ว a swamp grass which is widely cultivated as a source of food Most Asian countries like eating rice.
## baked v. อบ cooked by dry heat in an oven My mom baked muffins for snacks.
## acidic adj. เปรีย้ว containing acid; sharp-tasting or sour Vinegars have more acidic tastes.
## battered adj. ชุป้แป้งทอด floured and deep fried until crisp Battered Fish shops are now very famous in town,
## chewy adj. เคีย้วไม่ไดง้ำ่ย, หนบึหนับ need to chewed hard for some time before being swallowed This steak is tender and chewy.

## alcoholic adj. ซึง่ตดิเหลำ้ ,เป็นพษิสรุำเรือ้รัง excessive alcohol intake He became alcoholic after his wife passed away.

## aroma n. กลิน่หอม typically pleasant smell I like the aroma of green tea when it's hot.
## creamed adj. ครมี prepared with cream He enjoyed his steak and creamed potatoes on the side.

## crafted adj. ท ำดว้ยมอื excercised skill in making We sell hand-crafted bags at an affordable price.
## breaded adj. ซึง่โรยดว้ยเศษขนมปัง coated with breadcrumbs and then fried I'm craving for breaded chicken and pasta.
## brewed adj. ชง, สกดั mixing it with hot water My dad makes nicely brewed coffees.
## brittle adj. เปรำะ, หกังำ่ย, แตกงำ่ย hard but liable to break or shatter easily Her bones became brittle
## browned adj. สกุ become brown by cooking The chicken was browned in the oven.
## crispy adj. กรอบ having it firm, dry and brittle surface She made a crispy fried chicken.
## crusty adj. เปลอืกแข็ง hard outer layer of a pizza He bought a crusty French bread.
## fatty adj. ซึง่เต็มไปดว้ยไขมนั containing large amount of fats I try to avoid eating fatty foods.
## fleshy adj. มเีนื้อมำก, ประกอบดว้ยเนื้อ substantial amount of flesh My younger brother enjoys eating soft or fleshy meat.

## floury adj. ปกคลมุไปดว้ยแป้ง covered with flour This mashed potato has floury texture.
## greasy adj. ซึง่เป็นน ้ำมนั oily substance Most fast food restaurants serve greasy food.
## fried adj. ซึง่ทอดในน ้ำมนั cooked in hot oil We should avoid eating fried food.
## freshness adj.n. สด, ใหม่ the state of being recently made or obtained or not having decayed. The restaurant's selling point is the freshness of its ingredients.
## grated vt. ขดู reduced to small shreds by being rubbed on a grater I grated a lot of cheese for my spaghetti.
## grainy adj. หยำบ showing visible grains The mustard has grainy texture.
## meaty adj. มรีสเนื้อ consisting of full of meat Chicken broth will give your soup a meaty flavor.
## mashed adj. บดละเอยีด reduced to a pulpy mass by crushing Steaks are usually served with mashed potatoes on the side

## mix v. ผสม combine or put together to form one substance or mass. Gina ordered a platter of mixed fruits.fruits and mix them together.

## rotten adj. เน่ำ, เป่ือย suffering from decay Jake separates the rotten tomatoes from the fresh ones.

## roasted adj. ยำ่ง cooked by prolong exposure of heat My grand mom can make a good roasted turkey.
## moist adj. ฉ ่ำ, แฉะ, ชืน้ slightly wet; damp Jenny bakes chocolate moist cupcakes.
## minty adj. รสมิน้ต์ having the taste of mint This gum has a minty taste.
## moldy adj. เต็มไปดว้ยดนิ covered with fungal growth that cause decay She tossed a moldy potatoes in the trashbin.
## nuked v. อุน่อำหำร cook or heat up food in a microwave James nuked a quick burger.
## oozing v. เยิม้, ไหลลน้ flow in a gradual way This hamburger is oozing out cheese.
## raw adj. ดบิ uncooked Japanese people like eating raw fish.
## smelly adj. สง่กลิน่,สง่กลิน่รนุแรง unpleasant smell The toilets in the restaurant are smelly.
## smoky adj. มคีวันตลบ,มคีวันมำก filled with or smelling of smoke This salmon has a strong smoky flavor
## tart n. ทำรต์ an open pastry case containing a filling That lemon tart is really good.
## spicy adj. เผ็ด flavored with spices She doesnt like eating spicy food.
## stale adj. เกำ่, คำ้ง (อำหำร) no longer fresh French bread goes stale quickly
## steamy adj. ไอน ้ำ, หมอก producing, filled with or clouded with steam The kitchen was left steamy after cooking dinner.
## sticky adj. เหนียว glutinous If the dough is sticky, add more flour.
DRINK
## cocoa n. โกโก ้ a chocolate powder made from cocoa seeds Jane added a cup of cocoa powder in making brownies.

## cola n. โคลำ่ a brown carbonated drink This cola is high in caffeine.
## colored adj. สี having color for the drinks Some colored juices and sodas are not safe for kids anymore

## common adj. ธรรมดำ,สำมญั ordinary It's common for French people to drink wine with every meal.

## cooler n. เย็น a tall drink, especially a mixture of wine, fruit juice, and soda water. Would you like to have coffee or cooler drinks?
## dry adj. แหง้ not sweet; free from moisture or liquid Speaking too much makes my throat dry, I need water.
## fresh adj. สด recently made I made lemonade out of fresh lemons.
## juice n. น ้ำผลไม ้ liquid obtained from fruit or vegetable I prefer drinking juice than soda.
## milk n. นม an opaque white fluid rich in fat and protein Steve drinks milk before sleeping.

## smoothie n. เครือ่งดืม่ป่ัน (ผสมนม,ผลไม,้โยเกริต์) a thick and creamy beverage made from pureed raw fruit, vegetables, and sometimes dairy products She ordered a strawberry smoothie.

## neat adj. เป็นระเบยีบ, สะอำด not dilluted or mixed with anything Her drink was neat with no ice mixed in

## punch n. เครือ่งดืม่น ้ำผลไมร้วมซึง่มแีอลกอฮอล์

ผสม
mixed fruit juice drinks with mixed alcohol Fruit punch was served for the guests.

## soda n. น ้ำอดัลม a carbonated beverage I'll have a hamburger, french fries, and a soda please.
## sour adj. เปรีย้ว having an acid taste Chips taste good with sweet and sour cream.
## strong adj. แข็งแรง containing a large proportion of a substance Most liquor have stong alcohol contents.
## sweet adj. หวำน having a pleasant taste of sugar This milktea tastes so sweet.
## tea n. ชำ hot drink from a diffused dried leaves Would you like to have coffee or tea?
## water n. น ้ำ a transparent, odorless liquid Drinking a lot of water helps your skin glow.
## weak adj. ออ่นแอ heavilly dilluted She had a weak cup of coffee
## wine n. ไวน์ alcoholic drink made from grape juice Wine is a common drink in most european countries.
HEALTH & BENEFITS
## ache n. อำกำรเจ็บ a prolonged pain in the body The ache in her head is not getting better.
## active adj. คลอ่งแคลว่, วอ่งไว ready to engage in physical activities He is very active in sports.
## bandages n. ผำ้พันแผล a protective strip of material The doctor wrapped Jake's broken leg with a lot bandages

## blood n. เลอืด red liquid that circulates inside the body Blood flows through our veins.
## bone n. กระดกู skeleton of human body Joe had a broken bone in his left arm.
## bronchitis n. โรคหลอดลมอกัเสบ inflammation of the mucous membrane He was suffering from chronic bronchitis.
## bruise n. บำดแผล, แผลถลอก an injury appearing caused by a blow or impact Don has a bruise on his arm.
## cast n. เฝือก a protective bandage to protect fracture The doctor has to cast his broken leg.

## coma n. ภำวะไม่รูส้ต,ิภำวะหมดสต,ิโคม่ำ a deep unconsciousness He was in coma for a month but he is concious now.

## cough v. ไอ expel air from the lungs with a sudden sharp sound Cover your mouth when you cough.
## crashed v. ชนโครม,ปะทะโครม collide violently with an obstacle Jay crashed into a street light and broke his arm.
## cut v. ตัด divide into pieces with a knife or other sharp implement The knife cut her finger while chopping onions.
## deadly adj. เป็นอนัตรำยถงึตำย causing or able to cause death A cobra's venom is deadly.
## drug n. ยำ a medicine that will cure illness This drug is harmful if you take too much.
## fever n. ไข ้ an abnormally high temperature She has a fever and will be absent from school today
## flex v. โคง้, งอ, ดัด bend a limb or joint She saw him flex his ankle.
## flu n. ไขห้วัด a viral infection of the respiratory passage He had the flu and lost her voice.

## gland n. ตอ่ม an organ in the human or animal body which secretes particular chemical substances for use in the body or for discharge into 

the surroundings
I read about the thymus gland, which produces cells.

## headache n. ปวดหวั a continuous pain in the head I had a terrible headache after work.
## healthy adj. สขุภำพดี in good health We should always stay healthy and strong.
## herbs n. สมนุไพร any plant with leaves or seeds used for medicine Some herbs can cure illness
## joint n. ขอ้ตอ่ a structure which two parts of the skeleton are fitted together I popped my shoulder out of its joint from lifting heavy boxes.

## pain n. เจ็บปวด, ปวดรำ้ว physical suffering or discomfort caused by illness or injury I have a lot of pain in my back today.
## rash n. ผืน่บนผวิหนัง (เชน่ลมพษิ) breaking out of a skin My baby has a diaper rash.
## relax v. พักผอ่น, ผอ่นคลำย rest or engage in enjoyable activity I like to relax by watching TV after work.
## safety n. ควำมปลอดภัย the condition of being protected Caution is the parent of safety.
## shot v. กำรฉีดยำ an injection of a drug He was given a shot to avoid the flu
## sleep v. นอน to rest in a deep state I usually go to sleep early in the night.
## sore n. เจ็บ, ปวด painful or aching My stomach is still sore after the operation.
## splint n. เฝือก a strip of rigid material used for supporting a broken bone The doctor put a splint on the arm.
## sprain n. อำกำรเคล็ด the result of a twist of the ligaments of a joint A sprain usually takes longer to heal.
## stomachache n. ปวดทอ้ง a pain in a person's belly Jane had a stomachache after eating too much.
## stress n. ควำมเคลยีด a state of mental or emotional strain Your headaches are due to stress.

## tendon n. เสน้เอ็น a flexible but inelastic cord of strong fibrous collagen tissue attaching a muscle to a bone He was running when a tendon snapped in his leg.

## torso n. ล ำตัว the trunk of the human body He suffered wounds to his torso.
## tremor n. กำรสั่นไหว an involuntary quivering movement He felt a tremor in his arms.
## virus n. เชือ้ไวรัส a harmful or corrupting influence An infected person can pass the virus to others.
## weight n. น ้ำหนัก the heaviness of a person or thing I'm trying to avoid eating rice to lose weight.
## wound n. บำดแผล an injury to living tissue caused by a cut or blow Jade puts antibacterial cream on her wound.
## yoga n. โยคะ a spiritual discipline, practiced for health and relaxation I always do yoga after work.
FREE TIME AND RECREATION
## dancing v. เตน้ร ำ to move one's body rhythmically usually to music She enjoys dancing to music.
## fishing n. กำรจับปลำ the activity of catching fish My Father's hobby is fishing.

Definition / Meaning Sentences



## hiking n. เดนิเขำ the activity of going for long walks My brother always goes hiking.
## ice skating n. สเกตน ้ำแข็ง skating on ice as a sport or pastime I want to try ice skating
## internet surfing n. กำรเลน่อนิเตอรเ์น็ต the activity of using the internet My friends enjoy internet surfing on their free time.
## jogging v. วิง่เหยำะๆ run at a steady gentle pace My parents go jogging every monrning.
## listening to music v. ฟังเพลง give one's attention to music Listening to music makes me feel relaxed.
## playing a guitar v. ดดีกตีำ้ร์ the ability of using a guitar Jay enjoys playing guitar.
## reading a story n. กำรอำ่นนทิำน the action or skill of reading written materials Riffy finishes reading a story to a little girl.
## sailing n. กำรเดนิเรอื an act of beginning a voyage It's hard sailing when there is no wind.
## scuba diving n. กำรด ำน ้ำลกึ an activity of swimming underwater using scuba gear You can enjoy scuba diving in Krabi.
## skateboarding n. สเกตบอรด์ the sport or pastime of riding on a skateboard Paul is only interested in skateboarding.
## skiing n. กำรเลน่สกี the action of traveling over snow on skis We go skiing most weekends in the winter.
## surfboarding n. กระดำนโตค้ลืน่ the sport or pastime of riding a wave We go surfboarding in the summer
## videography n. กำรถำ่ยวดีโีอแบบธรรมดำ the process or art of making video films I'm intersted to learn videography
## walking a dog v. พำสนัุขไปเดนิเลน่ to take a dog for a walk I enjoy walking a dog in the morning.
## watch a movie v. ดภูำพยนตร์ it's the act of going out and watch a movie My friends invited me to wach a movie.
## watching a soap opera v. ดลูะครทวีี it's the act of going out and watch a soap opera Most moms enjoy watching soap operas at night.

## writing letters n. กำรเขยีนจดหมำย the activity or skill of marking coherent words Another way of staying connected with friends is by wrtting letters.

BUYING & SELLING
## buy v. ซือ้ obtain in exchange for payment I want to buy a pair of shoes.
## cash n. เงนิสด money in coins or notes The store only accepts cash.
## market n. ตลำด a regular gathering of people for the purchase and sale of provisions The market in our village sells everything we need.
## money n. เงนิ a current medium of exchange in the form of coins and banknotes I don't have enough money to buy that cake
## order v. สั่งซือ้ to engage in a commercial transaction for specific products or services I would like to order 10 pillows 
## pay v. จำ่ย give (someone) money that is due for work done, goods received I will pay for our lunch.
## price n. รำคำ the amount of money expected, required, or given in payment for something The price of this apple is quite expensive.
## sell v. ขำย give or hand over (something) in exchange for money You can sell this old couch to a second hand shop.
## shop n. รำ้นคำ้ a building or part of a building where goods or services are sold This shop sells only limited items.
## shopping n. กำรซือ้ของ the action or activity of purchasing goods from stores She enjoys shopping with her mom.
WEATHER

## cloudy adj. ทีป่กคลมุไปดว้ยเมฆ covered with or characterized by clouds It was quite cloudy yesterday and I forgot to bring my umbrella.

## cold adj. หนำว of or at a low or relatively low temperature It's too cold outside.
## cool adj. เย็น of or at a fairly low temperature The February air was soft, cool, and inviting.
## dim adj. ครึม้ lack of light; dark. The light was old and dim.
## hot adj. รอ้น high temperature The hot weather makes me feel really tired.
## rainy adj. มฝีนตก having a great deal of rainfall The rainy season has set in.
## snow n. หมิะ water vapor frozen into ice fall in light white flakes We like playing with the snow in winter.
## sunny adj. มแีสงแดด bright with sunlight Tomorrow's weather will be dry and sunny.
## warm adj. อบอุน่ fairly or comfortably high temperature Here's a jacket to keep you warm.
## wind n. ลม natural movement of the air The wind is quite strong. There might be a storm coming.

EDUCATION & JOBS
## apply v. สมคัร make a formal application or request as a candidate for a job After graduation, I have to apply for a job.
## architect n. สถำปนกิ a person who designs buildings My borther is an architect.

## bonus n. เงนิทีไ่ดพ้เิศษนอกเหนือจำกเงนิเดอืน an amount of money added to salary The employees received their bonus a few days before new year.

## bus driver n. พนักงำนขับรถประจ ำทำง a person who drives a bus Jame's father is a bus driver.
## carpenter n. ชำ่งไม ้ a person who makes and repair structures His uncle used to be a carpenter.
## dentist n. หมอฟัน a person takes care of our teeth I regularly visit my dentist.
## employee n. พนักงำน a person working in a company Martha is a government employee.
## engineer n. วศิวกร a person who designs, builds, or mantains engines, machines In the future, I want to be an engineer.
## holiday n. วันหยดุ a day on which one is exempt from work I will take a holiday after this very stressful week.
## job n. อำชพี a paid position of regular employment My job is a pastry chef.
## leave n. กำรลำหยดุ authorized absence from work or employment I will take a vacation leave to visit my parents for a week.

## nurse n. พยำบำล a person trained to care for the sick The nurse checks his blood pressure from time to time.

## office worker n. พนักงำนออฟฟิศ a person who works in the office Cindy is an office worker in an insurance company.
## painter n. จติรกร an artist who paints pictures The painter made a really good portrait.
## pilot n. นักบนิ a person who flies the plane I want to be a pilot.
## policeman n. ต ำรวจ a member of the police force The policeman caught the robber.
## receptionist n. พนักงำนตอ้นรับ a person employed to greet clients I work as a receptionist in a hotel.
## salary n. เงนิเดอืน a payment for the employee The salary in our company is really high.
## secretary n. เลขำนุกำร an employee handles correspondence and manage schedule You can leave the files with the CEO's secretary.
## teacher n. ครู a person who teaches in school Our teacher gave us homework.

## teller n. พนักงำนรับฝำก-ถอนเงนิในธนำคำร a person deals with customers' transactions in a bank Sandra is a teller in Bangkok Bank.

TRAVEL
## airplane n. เครือ่งบนิ a flying vehicle The government bought a new airplane.
## airport n. สนำมบนิ a terminal for passengers flying through an airplane Our flight has been delayed and we are stuck in the airport

## beach n. ชำยหำด a place where people can swim and relax Let's go to the beach this weekend!
## bicycle n. จักรยำน a vehicle with two wheels She enjoys riding her bicycle.
## bus n. รถโดยสำรประจ ำทำง a large motor vehicle designed to carry passengers The bus left the bus station.
## fly v. เดนิทำงโดยเครือ่งบนิ travel through the air We have to fly to Chiangmai to meet our parents.
## free time n. เวลำวำ่ง a time spent away from work or school In my free time, I enjoy reading books.
## hotel n. โรงแรม a place where a traveler can stay The hotel that we stayed in Bangkok is quite expensive.

## map n. แผนที่ a representation usually of the whole or part of an area We can use a map to find the nearest subway station.
## plane n. เครือ่งบนิ one of the main supporting surfaces of an airplane The plane left 10 minutes ago.
## railway n. รำงรถไฟ a track made of steel rails along which trains run The railway is still under construction.
## travel agent n. บรษัิทน ำเทีย่ว a person arranges travel and tours for travelers I made the booking through a travel agent.
## traveller n. นักทอ่งเทีย่ว a person who often travels The traveler thrilled us with his stories.
SERVICE
## amazing adj. น่ำอศัจรรย์ causing great surprise or wonder; astonishing He's an amazing player to watch.
## blessed adj. มคีวำมสขุ of or enjoying happiness It is more blessed to give than to receive.
## charming adj. มเีสน่ห์ pleasant or attractive A smile is the most charming part of a person forever.
## choice n. ทำงเลอืก .an act of selecting or making a decision We all have to make a choice.
## daring adj. กลำ้หำญ adventurous He was very daring.
## genius adj. อจัฉรยิะ very clever Jenny is a genius student
## ideal adj. ดเีลศิ,ดมีำก most suitable This weather is ideal for a picnic.
## prime adj. ทีด่ทีีส่ดุ of the best possible quality; excellent This is a matter of prime importance.
## quick adj. รวดเร็ว moving fast or doing something in a short time That was quick.
## superb adj. ยอดเยีย่ม excellent This spaghetti is superb.
PLACES
## bakery n. รำ้นขนมปัง a place where bread and cakes are made or sold The baker bakes his bread in the bakery.
## bank n. ธนำคำร a place where people can deposit or withdraw money I have to deposit my savings in the bank.
## between prep อยูร่ะหวำ่งสิง่สองสิง่ at, into, or across the space separating the bank is between the mall and the restaurant.

## concert hall n. หอ้งจัดกำรแสดงดนตรี a large place for the performance of concerts A lot of fans in the concert hall are waiting for the singer to come out.

## farm n. ทีเ่พำะปลกูและเลีย้งสัตว์ an area for growing food and livestocks We grow apples on our farm.
## left adj. ดำ้นซำ้ย a thing that is to the west when the person is facing west Turn left to get to the pharmacy.
## location n. ต ำแหน่งทีต่ัง้ a particular place or position Where is the exact location of the school.
## main street n. ถนนสำยหลักในเมอืงเล็กๆ principal street of a town, site of shops, banks and businesses You should take the main street and turn left.
## restaurant n. ภัตตำคำร a place where people pay to sit and eat This resturant is open 24/7
## right adj. ขวำ a thing that is to the west when the person is facing east The hospital is on the right side of the road.
## road n. ถนนสำยหลัก a wide way leading from one place to another The to road to our home has too many bumps.
## supermarket n. ซปุเปอรม์ำรเ์ก็ต a large self-service store selling foods and household goods Let's go to the supermarket to buy fruits.

## swimming pool n. สระวำ่ยน ้ำ an artificial pool for swimming in I will be spending my Saturday in the swimming pool with the kids.

## zoo n. สวนสัตว์ a place with a collection of wild animals The zoo closes at 6:00 pm.
LANGUAGES
## Burmese n. ภำษำพมำ่ official language of Myanmar Burmese is spoken in Burma.
## Chinese n. ภำษำจนี official language of China Chinese is spoken to a lot of asian counties.
## Dutch n. ภำษำดัตช์ official language of Netherlands Dutch is a west germanic language.
## English n. ภำษำองักฤษ official language of England English is now used as a second language in different countries

## French n. ภำษำฝร่ังเศส official language of France French is also spoken in South Africa and Canada

## Georgian n. ภำษำจอรเ์จยี official language of Georgia Georgian is the literary language for all regional subgroups in Georgia

## German n. ภำษำเยอรมนั official language of Germany She studies German language.
## Hindi n. ภำษำฮนิดู official language of India He can speak a lot of languages including Hindi.

## Italian n. ภำษำอติำลี official language of Italy Italian is also spoken in some places in slovenia, Swizerland and 

Croatia

## Japanese n. ภำษำญีปุ่่ น official language of Japan Japanese language is called "Nihongo"
## Lao n. ภำษำลำว official language of Laos Lao language is also spoken is southwestern part of Thailand.

## Latin n. ภำษำลำตนิ language of the ancient Rome The Christian bible was translated from Hebrew to Latin and English 

languages.

## Malay n. ภำษำมำลำยู official language of Malaysia Malay is spoken in Malaysia also known as Bahasa Melayu.

## Maltese n. ภำษำมอลตำ official language of Malta Maltese is spoken in Malta and a family language of Arabic

## Polish n. ภำษำโปแลนด์ official language of Poland Polish is spoken in Poland and a second language in Czech Republic.

## Russian n. ภำษำรัสเซยี official language of Russia Gina can speak Russian.
## Spanish ภำษำสเปน official language of Spain. Chabelita can speak Spanish
## Tamil n. ภำษำทมฬิ language spoken in Southern India and Sri Lanka Sri Langka's language is Tamil.
## Vietnamese n. ภำษำเวยีดนำม official language of Vietnam Vietnamese language is called "Tien Viet".
SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY
## chemical n. สำรเคมี a compound or substance that has been purified or prepared The chemical leak had poisoned the river.
## chemistry n. วชิำเคมี a branch of science that study about matter and substance My favorite subject is chemistry.

## computer n. คอมพวิเตอร์ a programmable usually electronic device that can store, retrieve, and process data I have to buy a new computer.

## electricity n. กระแสไฟฟ้ำ a form of energy resulting from the existence of charged particles Don't leave the lights on for it wastes electricity.
## email n. อเีมล์ an electronic mail The flight details were sent to my email.
## internet n. อนิเตอรเ์น็ต is a massive network of networks, a networking infrastructure The internet connection in our house is fast.
## microscope n. กลอ้งจลุทรรศน์ an optical instrument used for viewing very small objects You can see the bacteria with a microscope.
## planet n. ดำวเครำะห์ a celestial body moving in an elliptical orbit around a star Pluto is the farthest planet in the solar system.

## robot n. หุน่ยนต์ a machine built to resemble a human being or animal in appearance and behavior This toy robot is the latest craze all over the world.

## telescope n. กลอ้งโทรทรรศน์ any of various tubular magnifying optical instruments With a telescope, you can see the mountains on the moon.

ONET
## activity n. กจิกรรม the condition in which things are happening or being done There are a lot of activity happening in our school right now.

## actor n. นักแสดง a person whose work is acting on the stage, in movies, or on television The actor played a very challenging role in this movie.
## afraid adj. กลัว feeling fear or anxiety; frightened He is afraid of heights
## art n. งำนศลิปะ works produced by human creative skill and imagination Art class is fun.
## artist n. ศลิปิน a person who produces paintings or drawings The artist showed a very good performance.
## attack v. โจมตี take aggressive action against, with weapon She was attacked by bees.
## awake v. ตืน่ stop sleeping; wake from sleep I was wide awake all night.
## blanket n. ผำ้หม่ a large material to cover for warmth Liuda needs a blanket.
## blind n. ตำบอด a person who cannot see She went blind at the age of ten.
## bring v. น ำมำ come to a place with (someone or something) I should bring more food for this trip.
## bridge n. สะพำน a structure carrying a pathway or roadway over a depression or obstacle This wooden bridge will collapse anytime.
## breath n. ลมหำยใจ the air taken into or expelled from the lungs Using mouthwash regularly freshens the breath.
## candle n. เทยีน a molded mass of wax containing a wick that may be burned A candle had set the curtains on fire.
## carton n. กลอ่ง a light box or container, I can't get this carton of milk open.
## cartoon n. กำรต์นู a motion picture using animation techniques Mickey Mouse is my favorite cartoon character.
## change v. เปลีย่น make or become different I have to change my shirt now.
## chase v. ไลจั่บ pursue in order to catch or catch up with My cousins used to chase me and tickle me.
## clear adj. ชดัเจน easy to perceive, understand, or interpret His instructions are clear and easy to understand.
## click n. เสยีงดังกริ๊ก a short, sharp sound as of a switch being operated Type the word and click send.

## compass n. เข็มทศิ an instrument containing a magnetized pointer which shows the direction of magnetic north Most travellers before used a compass to get to their destinations.

## concert n. คอนเสริต์ a musical performance given in public Did you go to the concert last night?
## copper n. ทองแดง a red-brown metal, the chemical element of atomic number 29 This old bed has a copper frame.
## count v. นับ determine the total number of The child can count from one to a hundred.
## curtain n. มำ่น a hanging screen usually capable of being drawn back or up My Mother changed the curtain in our living room.
## dangerous adj. อนัตรำย able or likely to cause harm or injury Don't play with fire. It's dangerous.
## difficult adj. ยุง่ยำก needing much effort or skill to accomplish This math problem is difficult to solve.
## diver n. นักด ำน ้ำ a person who dives as a sport The diver dived into the pool.
## elbow n. ขอ้ศอก the joint between the forearm and the upper arm Her arm was bandaged up from the elbow to the fingers.

## entrance n. ทำงเขำ้ an opening, such as a door, passage They will meet at the entrance of the hotel
## equipment n. อปุกรณ์,เครือ่งมอื the necessary items for a particular purpose The oil company will ship out the heavy equipment.
## fear n. ควำมกลัว an unpleasant feeling or emotion He has a fear of heights.
## fell v. รว่ง past tense of fall The book fell of the shelf.
## file n. แฟ้มขอ้มลู a folder or box for holding loose papers I need another file for my letters.
## follow v. ตดิตำม go or come after Listen and follow my instructions.
## freeze v. แชแ่ข็ง (of a liquid) be turned into ice Water will freeze into ice.
## future n. อนำคต time regarded as still to come In the future, I want to be an dentist.
## giant n. ยักษ์ an imaginary or mythical being of human form but superhuman size The giant in this story is scary
## habitat n. ทีอ่ยูอ่ำศัย the natural home or environment of an animal, plant, or other organism The panda's natural habitat is the bamboo forest.
## hunter n. นักลำ่ a person or animal that hunts The hunter is following up a wolf.
## hurt v. ท ำรำ้ย cause physical pain or injury to The child hurt his leg while playing basketball.
## image n. รปูปั้น a representation of the external form of a person or thing in art He was the perfect image of a clean-cut, all-American boy.

## interesting adj. น่ำสนใจ arousing curiosity or interest This book is really interesting.
## jade n. หยก a hard, typically green gem stone Jade is a precious stone.
## kick v. เตะ strike or propel forcibly with the foot Don't kick the ball into the road.
## lollipop n. อมยิม้ a flat, rounded candy on the end of a stick Do you like chocolate or a lollipop?
## luck n. โชคดี success or failure apparently brought by chance It was just luck that the first kick went in.
## male n. เพศชำย a man or a boy The male birds are more colorful than the females.
## matter n. สำระส ำคัญ physical substance in general, as distinct from mind and spirit The structure and properties of matter
## meal n. มือ้อำหำร the food eaten on regular occasions Lunch is the main meal of the day.
## mermaid n. นำงเงอืก a female half human and half fish Most girls like the disney movie "the little mermaid".
## monk n. พระสงฆ์ a man who is a member of a religious order and lives in a monastery The young monk clangs the bell in the temple every morning.

## nothing pron. กำรไมม่อีะไร not anything; no single thing I'm so bored and have nothing to do.
## ostrich n. นกกระจอกเทศ a bird with long neck and cannot fly The ostrich is the fastest animal on two legs.
## parade n. ขบวนแห่ a public procession with marching bands and floats The parade was filled with colorful costumes and street dances.

## passport n. หนังสอืเดนิทำง an official document used for travelling outside your country Don't forget to bring your passport and your flight ticket.
## pearl n. ไขม่กุ a hard, typically bluish gray gem She likes wearing a pearl necklace and earings.
## plan n. แผนกำร a detailed proposal for doing or achieving something What's your plan for the weekend.
## plain adj. ธรรมดำ simple or ordinary in character She looks elegant in a plain white dress.
## poem n. บทกวี a composition in verse Jake wrote a poem about his mother.
## pocket n. กระเป๋ำเสือ้หรอืกำงเกง a small bag that is sewed or inserted in a garment The coins jingled in his pocket.
## poster n. โปสเตอร,์ป้ำยโฆษณำ a large printed picture used for decoration I bought a poster of my favorite KPOP idols.

## poppy n. ดอกป๊อปป้ี a herbaceous plant with showy flowers, milky sap, and rounded seed capsules White poppy seeds have a nutty flavor .

## popular adj. เป็นทีน่ยิม liked, admired, or enjoyed by many people Mary is popular among the students.
## prepare v. จัดเตรยีม make (something) ready for use or consideration I always prepare breakfast for the family.
## pouch n. ถงุเล็กๆ a small drawstring bag carried on the person She kept her money in a pouch.
## portfolio n. ซองเอกสำร a large, thin, flat case for loose sheets of paper such as drawings or maps You'll need to prepare a portfolio of your work.
## pour v. รนิ,เท flow rapidly in a steady stream Kindly pour me some coffee.
## politic adj. เฉียบแหลม (of an action) seeming sensible and judicious under the circumstances His successor David was more successful and more politic.

## presentation n. กำรเสนอ the giving of something to someone, especially as part of a formal ceremony The manager will give a presentation on the new products.

## producer n. ผูผ้ลติ a person or thing that makes or causes something The producer plans to audition dancers tomorrow morning.

## promise n. สัญญำ a declaration or assurance that one will do a particular thing or that a particular thing will happen I promise to do my best and become a successful son.

## psychology n. จติวทิยำ the scientific study of the human mind and its function She studied psychology at Harvard.
## pull-down adj. 	(รำยกำรเลอืกแบบ)ดงึลง of a menu) appearing below a menu title only while selected Click "Tools", then select "Options" from the pull-down menu.

## pulp n. เนื้อผลไม ้ a soft, wet, shapeless mass of material Mash the bananas to a pulp .
## puppet n. หุน่กระบอก a movable model of a person or animal that is used in entertainment We took the children to a puppet show.
## questionnaire n. แบบสอบถำม a set of printed or written questions with a choice of answers All the students were asked to complete a questionnaire.

## rainfall n. สำยฝน the fall of rain Heavy rainfall in the mountains caused the floods.
## rate n. อตัรำตอ่หน่วย typically one measured against some other quantity or measure The Rate of Thai baht to dollars is too high.

## reaction n. กำรตอบสนอง an action performed or a feeling experienced in response to a situation or event Anna had a bad reaction about the rumor.

## range n. ขอบเขต the area of variation between upper and lower limits on a particular scale There is a full range of activities for children.
## receive v. ไดรั้บ be given, presented with, or paid (something) It is better to give than to receive.
## record n. บนัทกึ a thing constituting a piece of evidence about the past I record all my thoughts in a notebook.
## recover v. ฟ้ืนไข ้ return to a normal state of health, mind, or strength We prayed she would recover from her illness.
## register n. สมดุลงทะเบยีน an official list or record Please list your name in the attendance register.
## relationship n. ควำมสัมพันธ์ the way in which two or more concepts, objects, or people are connected He has a good relationship with his step dad.
## release v. ปลดปลอ่ย allow or enable to escape from confinement Please don't release my story to the press.
## religious adj. เกีย่วกบัศำสนำ relating to or believing in a religion I am not religious but I am a Christian.
## renew v. ท ำใหม่ to make like new : restore to freshness, vigor, or perfection I need to renew my passport this year.
## reporter n. ผูส้ ือ่ขำ่ว a person whose job is to report news She was a TV reporter and worked long hours.



## responsible adj. มคีวำมรับผดิชอบ having an obligation to do something All pilots are responsible for their passengers' safety.
## reuse v. น ำกลับมำใชใ้หม่ use again or more than once The supermarket encourages shoppers to reuse plastic bags.

## reviewer n. ผูว้จิำรณ์ a person who writes critical appraisals of books, plays, movies, etc., for publication We need a book reviewer for the ONET test.

## rip v. ฉีก tear or pull (something) quickly or forcibly away from something or someone He had seen the rip in the book.
## rocky adj. เต็มไปดว้ยหนิ consisting or full of rock or rocks We drove through a rocky road.
## rural adj. เกีย่วกบัชนบท in, relating to, or characteristic of the countryside rather than the town Rural areas have been hit worse by the storm.

## saloon n. หอ้งโถง a public room or building used for a specified purpose In the saloon, there is live country music on weekends and good 

drinks.

## sausage n. ไสก้รอก a processed meat enclosed in an animal intestine She sliced off a piece of sausage.
## satellite n. ดำวบรวิำร a celestial body orbiting another of larger size There is a satellite in space
## schedule n. ตำรำงเวลำ a procedural plan that indicates the time and sequence of each operation Everything is going according to schedule.
## scholarship n. ทนุกำรศกึษำ a grant or payment made to support a student's education He won the scholarship to Harvard University.
## seagull n. นกนำงนวล a popular name for a gull A small dog barked at a seagull he was chasing.
## screenplay n. บทภำพยนตร์ the script of a movie, including acting instructions and scene directions She won this year's Oscar for best screenplay for a mini-series.

## shore n. ชำยฝ่ัง the land along the edge of a sea, lake, or other large body of water The ship was anchored off the shore.
## shuttle n. พำหนะขนสง่สำธำรณะ a form of transportation that travels regularly between two places. There is a 9:00am shuttle from Future Park to the airport

## skeleton n. โครงกระดกู a usually rigid supportive or protective structure or framework of an organism The human skeleton consists of 206 bones.

## slump v. ตกฮวบ sit, lean, or fall heavily and limply Sit up straight, don't slump!
## slip v. ลืน่ไถล slide unintentionally for a short distance, typically losing one's balance One slip and you could fall off the stairs.

## soundtrack n. เสยีงในฟิลม์,เสยีงเซำดแ์ทร็ก a recording of the musical accompaniment to a movie The best thing about the film is its soundtrack.

## space n. พืน้ทีว่ำ่ง a continuous area or expanse which is free, available, or unoccupied There's a space here for your luggage.
## speak up v. พดูเสยีงดัง speak more loudly The teacher asked the student to speak up.
## speed up n. เรง่ใหเ้ร็ว an increase in speed We'll never get there if he doesn't speed up.
## spread v. กระจำยไปท่ัว open out (something) so as to extend its surface area Spread your arms out.

## stage n. เวที a raised floor or platform, typically in a theate She stood alone on the stage in the spotlight and started singing.

## staff n. พนักงำน ll the people employed by a particular organization Our staff will be available to give you support .
## steal v. ขโมย take (another person's property) without permission It is against the law to steal.
## stay up v. อดนอน not go to bed Did you stay up late last night?
## storage n. ตัวเก็บขอ้มลู the action or method of storing something for future use Here's a lot of storage space in the loft.
## strip v. เปลอืยกำย remove all coverings from We need to strip the wallpaper off the walls first.
## stupid adj. โง่ having or showing a great lack of intelligence or common sense She was really stupid to quit her job like that.

## submit v. ยอม accept or yield to a superior force or to the authority or will of another person The factory workers are to submit thier paper to their boss.

## suck v. ดดูดว้ยปำก draw into the mouth by contracting the muscles of the lip and mouth to make a partial vacuum People often suck a peppermint as a breath freshener.

## summary n. ใจควำมสรปุ a brief statement or account of the main points of something He made a summary of what had been done.
## sunrise n. พระอำทติยข์ ึน้ the time in the morning when the sun appears or full daylight arrives There was a beautiful sunrise this morning.
## supplement n. อำหำรเสรมิ something that completes or enhances something else when added to it I take a vitamin supplement every day.
## sweat n. เหงือ่ moisture exuded through the pores of the skin She wiped the sweat from her face.
## swing v. แกวง่ไปมำ move or cause to move back and forth Let your arms swing as you walk.
## sweep v. กวำด clean (an area) by brushing away dirt or litter Did you sweep up all the broken glass?

## tablet n. แท็ปเล็ต a small portable computer that accepts input directly on to its screen rather than via a keyboard or mouse Vitamin C can be taken in capsule or tablet form .

## terrible adj. ซึง้แยม่ำก extremely or distressingly bad or serious This place has a terrible smell.
## terror n. ควำมหวำดกลัว extreme fear Lots of people have a terror of spiders.
## textile n. สิง่ทอ a type of cloth or woven fabric A carpet is a textile fabric.
## tiny adj. เล็กมำก very small The baby put his tiny hand in mine.
## tradition n. ขนบธรรมเนียม the transmission of customs or beliefs from generation to generation It is a tradition that the young look after the old in their family.

## traffic jam n. กำรจรำจรตดิขัด line of road traffic at or near a standstill Sorry we're late, we got stuck in a traffic jam.
## trend n. สมนันยิม a general direction in which something is developing or changing The latest lifestyle trend is slowing down.
## tube n. ทอ่ any of various usually cylindrical structures or devices Give the tube of toothpaste a squeeze.
## turn v. เลีย้ว move in a circular direction wholly or partly around an axis or point I told the taxi driver to turn left
## ugly adj. น่ำเกลยีด unpleasant or repulsive, especially in appearance She makes me feel stupid and ugly.

## unity n. ควำมเป็นอันหนึง่อันเดยีวกัน the state of being united or joined as a whole To be strong, a country must have unity.

## unload v. ขนสนิคำ้ออก,เอำออก remove goods from (a vehicle, ship, container, etc.) Everyone helped to unload the luggage from the car.
## unusual adj. ผดิปกติ not habitually or commonly occurring or done This cake has an unusual flavor.
## vacuum n. สญูญำกำศ a space entirely devoid of matter Our old house is like a vacuum now; dark and empty inside.

## vegetable n. พชืผัก a plant or part of a plant used as food Vegetable fats are healthier than animal fats.
## vet n. สัตวแพทย์ a person qualified to treat diseased or injured animals I asked the vet to have a quick look at the puppies.
## via prep โดยเสน้ทำง traveling through (a place) en route to a destination We flew to Athens via Paris.

## viewer n. ผูช้ม a person who looks at or inspects something In many cases, the artist wants the viewer to complete the work.

## villager n. ชำวบำ้น a person who lives in a village I borrowed a water bucket from a villager.

## volunteer n. อำสำสมคัร a person who freely offers to take part in an enterprise or undertake a task He worked as a volunteer for the Red Cross.

## vomit v. อำเจยีน eject matter from the stomach through the mouth He had swallowed so much sea water he wanted to vomit.

## vow n. กำรสำบำน a solemn promise She took a vow never to lend money to anyone again.
## pedestrian n. คนเดนิเทำ้ a person walking along a road or in a developed area. There was an accident  between a pedestrian and a car.




